READER REVIEWS

Robin Chase has written the must read, best nonfiction Book of the Year, bar none.
— Michael Totten

Peers, Inc is "the Wealth of Nations" for the 21st century.
— Nathan Phillips

I’ve read dozens of books in the entrepreneurship/ technology/ social change space in the last couple of years, and it’s rare that a book knocks my intellectual or political socks off.
— Chip Hauss

Peers Inc is a remarkable 'dare' by @rmchase (https://twitter.com/rmchase) - more startup ideas in here than anything I’ve ever read.
— Rohit Sharma

I finished Peers Inc today -- BLOODY BRILLIANT !!
— Bernie J. Mitchell

BUY THE BOOK

in the UK at A (http://www.amazon.co.uk/Peers-Inc-Robin-Chase/dp/1610395549/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1429902250&sr=8-1&keywords=peers+inc)mazon,

MEDIA REVIEWS

Peers Inc is perfectly timed and convincingly argued.
—Financial Times

VERDICT Highly recommended for anyone studying business, economics, or user experience. An engaging and quick read on collaboration and the new capitalism.”
—Library Journal